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Abstract 
Y. Takayama, Defining concurrent processes constructively, Theoretical Computer Science 122 
(1994) 137-164. 
This paper proposes a constructive logic in which a concurrent system can be defined as a proof of 
a specification. The logic is defined by adding stream types and several rules for them to a simple 
constructive logic based on intuitionism. The unique feature of the obtained system is in the (MPST) 
rule, which is a kind of structural induction on streams. The (MPST) rule is based on the idea of 
Brouwer’s theory of choice sequences in intuitionism and it allows to define a concurrent process, 
which is actually a Burge’s mapstream function, as a proof of a specification with a good intuition on 
computation. Several techniques for defining stream-based concurrent programs are also presented 
through various examples. 
1. Introduction 
Constructive logics give a method for formal development of programs, e.g., (see e.g. 
[S, 10, 18, 191. Suppose, for example, the following formula: Vx:D,.3y:D,. A(x,y). 
This is regarded as a specification of a function f whose domain is D1 and the 
codomain is DZ satisfying the input-output relation A(x,y), i.e., Vx:D,. A(x, f(x)) 
holds. This functional interpretation of formulas is realized mechanically. Namely, if 
a constructive proof of the formula is given, the proof can be viewed as a program in 
a very high-level programming language, and the function f is extracted from the 
proof with q-realizability interpretation [3,27,29] or with Curry-Howard corres- 
pondence of types and formulas [ 111. This programming methodology will be referred 
to as constructive programming’ in the following. 
Correspondence to: Y. Takayama, Department of Computer Science and Systems Engineering, Ritsumeikan 
University, 56-l Tojiin-kitamachi, Kita-ku, Kyoto 603, Japan 
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Although constructive programming has been studied by many researchers, the 
constructive systems which can handle concurrency are rather few. This is mainly 
because most of the constructive logics have been formalized as intuitionistic logics, 
and an intuitionistic logic itself does not have explicit concurrency besides proof 
normalization corresponding to the execution of programs [S]. For example, QJ [21] 
is an intuitionistic programming logic for a concurrent language called Quty. How- 
ever, when we view QJ as a constructive programming system, concurrency only 
appears in the operational semantics of Quty. 
Linear logic [7], particularly classical linear logic, gives a new formulation of 
constructive logic which is not based on intuitionism. This is the first constructive 
logic which can handle concurrency at the level of logic. The logic was obtained by 
refining the logical connectives of the traditional intuitionistic or classical logic to 
introduce drastically new connectives with the meaning of parallel execution. In linear 
logic, formulas can be regarded as processes or resources and every rule of inference 
defines the behavior of a concurrent operation. Linear logic resembles Milner’s SCCS 
[17] in this respect. 
We take an intermediate approach between QJ and linear logic, in the sense of not 
throwing away but extending intuitionistic logic. The advantage of this approach is 
that the functional interpretation of logical connectives in the traditional constructive 
programming based on intuitionism is preserved, and both the sequential and the 
concurrent parts of programs are naturally described as constructive proofs. To this 
end, we take the stream-based concurrent programming model [ 12,133. We introduce 
stream types and quantification over the stream types. A formula is regarded as 
a specification of a process when it is universally or existentially quantified over 
stream types; otherwise, it represents a specification of a sequential function, a prop- 
erty of processes or a linkage relation between processes. A typical process, 
VX.3 Y.A(X, Y) where X and Y are stream variables, is regarded as a stream 
transformer. Most rules of inference are those of ordinary constructive programming 
systems, but the rules for stream types are also introduced. Among them, a kind of 
structural induction on stream types called (MPST) is the heart of our extended 
system: With (MPST), stream transformers can be defined as Burge’s mapstream 
functions [4]. 
Hagino [9] gave a clear categorical formalization of stream types (infinite-list types 
or lazy types) whose canonical elements are given by a schema of mapstream 
functions; but relation between his theory and logic has not been investigated. 
Mendler et al. [16] introduced lazy types and the rules for them into an intuitionistic 
type theory preserving the formulas-as-types principle [l l] in the sense that an empty 
type can exist even in the extended type theory. However, their system looks more like 
a lazy functional programming system than a constructive programming system. In 
other words, they gave a set of type inference rules to prove that a stream program has 
some lazy type, but they did not give sufficient rules of inference for proving specifica- 
tions of stream programs which enable the development of concurrent programs as 
proofs. Also, reasoning about stream transformers can be handled with a largest fixed 
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point induction as was demonstrated by Dybjer and Sander [6]. However, their 
system is designed as a program verification system not as a constructive program- 
ming system. 
A solution of the problem of defining a constructive programming system with 
streams was given by Tatsuta [26] and Kobayashi [14] independently. They gave 
a q-realizability interpretation of the coinduction rule (largest fixed point induction 
rule). The coinduction rule, however, is rather difficult to use for proving specifica- 
tions. The reason is that the coinduction rule deeply depends on the notion of 
bisimulation [17], so that in the proof procedure one must find a stronger logical 
relation included in the more general ogical relation, which, not always, is an easy 
task. Therefore, Tatsuta gave the program extraction theorem in which the coinduc- 
tion rule is used in a slightly restricted way, and the theorem gives a guideline for using 
the rule in the familiar style of constructive programming. 
The approach of the (MPST) rule is quite different from those works. The idea 
behind our rule is approximation of infinite sequences by a series of finite sequences in 
the framework of Brouwer’s theory of choice sequences [28,29]. We view a stream as 
a sequence and, based on the idea of finite approximation of choice sequences, we 
prove the specification of stream transformers with the (MPST) rule. In using 
(MPST), one must find, as in the case of coinduction rule, a new logical relation to 
prove the conclusion, but what one must find has a clear intuitive meaning as the 
components of a concurrent process. Therefore, the (MPST) rule itself has an intuitive 
guideline regarding how to construct a concurrent process. Our (MPST) rule is not 
really derived from the principles of the Brouwer’s theory, and it is actually a rule on 
the total functions on natural numbers which mimics a part of the Brouwer’s theory. 
So the rule can be completely realized in the formulation of standard constructive 
calculi. Martin-Lof [15] formulates a constructive type theory with choice sequences. 
His theory called nonstandard type theory can handle not only streams but also 
various other infinite mathematical objects such as nonstandard natural numbers, but 
the theory does not have any rule comparable to (MPST). 
Section 2 gives the base calculus. It is a standard first-order constructive logic with 
3,q-calculus as its term calculus. Section 3 explains how a concurrent system is 
specified in logic. A process is specified by the VX. 3 Y. A (X, Y) type formula as in the 
traditional constructive programming. We introduce here the stream variables and 
the stream types as the extended syntax to the base calculus. The rest of the sections 
focuses on the problem of defining processes which meet the specifications. Section 
4 formulates streams and stream types. Streams are viewed as infinite lists or pro- 
grams which generate infinite lists at the level of the underlying programming 
language. At the logical reasoning level, streams are sequences, namely, total functions 
on natural numbers. This two-level formulation of streams enables one to introduce 
(MPST), which will be given in Section 5. Intuitive meaning of (MPST) can be given 
with an abstract trace associated with the rule. This will be explained in Section 6. 
Using the abstract race method, (MPST) and the coinduction rule can be compared 
from a viewpoint of stream computation. Section 7 works on the program extraction 
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algorithm in the whole system. A realizability interpretation, whose soundness proof 
gives the program extraction algorithm from proofs, will be defined. Several examples 
will be given in Section 8 to demonstrate how stream-based concurrent programming 
is performed in our system. 
2. The base calculus 
The base calculus will be presented in this section. It is a first-order constructive 
logic with a Ay-calculus as its term calculus. The base calculus is rather standard and 
simple, and we present here only the minimum set of the definitions which will be 
sufficient to understand the contents of the later sections. The base calculus will be 
extended by introducing new syntax and rules in the later sections. 
2.1. A 12y-calculus 
Our @calculus is a variant of the standard ones. It has natural numbers and other 
suitable constants. Individual variables, L-abstractions, application, sequences of 
terms ((M,,..., M,) where Mi are terms), @hen-else and a fixed point operator (p) 
are used as the terms and the program constructs. The reduction rules for terms are 
defined as expected, and if a term M is reducible to a term N then M and N are 
regarded as equal. Several primitive functions are provided for arithmetic operations 
and for the handling of sequences of terms such as projection of elements or sub- 
sequences from a sequence of terms. The type structure of the calculus is almost that of 
simply typed dy-calculi. There are several primitive types including nut (natural 
number type). x (Cartesian product) and --f (arrow) are the type constructors. The 
type inference rules are defined as expected. Function application is denoted ap(M, N) 
or M(N). See [23-251 for the detail of the definitions. We also use the successive 
application of terms, denoted M”(N) or ap(M”, N). This is formally defined as 
ap*(M, n, N) where up* is defined in the following equations: 
ap*(M,O,N)=N and ap*(M,n,N)=ap(M,ap*(M,n-l,N)) (ifn>O). 
This fragment of the calculus is not necessarily regarded as a concurrent language. 
Rather, it may be regarded as the sequential part of the whole calculus. 
2.2. Logical system 
Formulas 
The formulas in the base calculus are those of ordinary first-order logic with the 
standard connectives (&, V , =s-,i) and the first-order quantifiers (V, 3). Equalities of 
terms and typing relations (M : CT) are atomic formulas. A domain of quantification is 
often omitted when it is clear from the context. We also use rank-0 formulas [lo], 
which are defined as follows. 
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Definition 2.1 (Rank Oformula). (1) Atomic formulas are rank 0; 
(2) If A and B are of rank 0 and C is a formula, then so are A&B, Vx : a. A(x) and 
C=A; 
(3) If A is a formula, then 0 A is of rank 0. 
Logical rules 
The rules for logical connectives and quantifiers are those of first-order intuitionis- 
tic natural deduction [20] with mathematical induction. See [23-251 for a complete 
account of the logical rules except the following ones [lo]: 
-11Ao0A. 
A-0 A (if A is of rank 0) 
Because of the first axiom, a rank 0 formula does not have any computational 
meaning from the viewpoint of the standard formulas-as-types principle. Note that if 
A is proved, OA can also be proved with the above axioms. 
Auxiliary rules 
M:a-+a N:a n:nat 
(exp) 
f:al-*T1 g: a2+z2 
ap(M”, N) : a fxg:a, xa2+tl XT2 ’ 
Notational preliminary: In the following, sequences of variables are denoted as X or 
x. M,[N] denotes substitution of N for the variable x occurring freely in M. MI [N] 
denotes simultaneous ubstitution. F V(M) is the set of free variables in M. 
3. Specifying concurrent systems in logic 
The model of concurrent computation in this paper is as follows. A concurrent 
system consists of processes linked with streams. A process interacts with other 
processes only through input and output streams.2 The configuration of processes in 
a concurrent system is basically static and finite, but in some cases, which will be 
explained later, infinitely many new processes may be created by the already existing 
processes. A process is regarded as a stream transformer of input streams to an output 
stream, and it can be specified by the following type of formula: 
Q-C7,,...,C?” .3Y:l,. A(x, Y), 
where I, denotes the type of streams over a type a. Z,l,, ,,(r. is in abbreviation for 
I,, x .‘. x I,,, J? and Y are input and output streams, and A@, Y) is the relation 
definition of the streams. 
2 So that we treat asynchronous concurrent systems. 
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The combination of two processes, VX. 3 Y.A(X, Y) and V P.3Q. B(P, Q), by linking 
the stream Y and P is described by the following proof procedure: 
3Y.3cY.A(X,cr)&B(a, Y) (v’) 
(3 E)“‘, 
VX.3Y.3a.A(X,cr)&B(a, Y) 
where 
def 
n, 
‘&_3@PQy) (VE) 
3a./l(X,cr)&B(cl,Q’) f-2 I 
(31) 
. 3 3 Y.3lx.A(X,or)&B(U, Y) 
3 Y) 
(3E)“’ ‘1 - 
3Y.3a.A(X,a)&B(or. 
and Z, and C2 are the definitions of the processes VX.3 Y.A(X, Y) and 
VP.3Q.B(P,Q) as proofs. 
This is a typical proof style of defining a composition of two functions. X and Y are 
input and output streams of the whole concurrent system, and CI is an internal stream. 
Thus, a concurrent system is also specified by V X. 3 Y. A (X, Y) type formula. All these 
things realize the idea that processes can be viewed as a special case of functions. 
Consequently, we have introduced the new syntax, 
l stream variables: X, Y, . . . 
0 stream types: Z,,I,, . . . 
and extended the domain of the quantifiers to the stream types. 
In the following, we focus on the problem of how to define a process (stream 
transformer) as a constructive proof. 
4. Formulation of streams 
As explained in the previous section, a formula V X : I,. 3 Y: I,. A(X, Y) can be 
regarded as a specification of a stream transformer, but we have neither given the 
definition of stream types I, yet, nor the rules for them. We must make clear the 
definition of the stream type I, and the semantics of quantification over I,. 
4.1. Two level stream types 
A stream can be viewed at least in three ways: an infinite list, an infinite process or 
an output sequence of an infinite process, namely, a total function on natural 
numbers. The formal theories of lazy functional programming such as [16,9] can be 
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regarded as the theories of concurrent functional programming based on the first two 
points of view of streams. To describe concurrent computation, our Aq-calculus will be 
extended to a lazy typed lambda calculus, and our lazy types will be called the 
computational stream types. The computational stream types are only used as the type 
system for the underlying typed programming language. In proving the specifications 
of stream transformers, we introduce the logical stream types, which are based on the 
third point of view of streams. In other words, we have two kinds of streams: 
computational streams at the programming language level and logical streams at the 
logical reasoning level. We will denote a computational stream type by C, and 
a logical stream type by I,. 
4.1.1. Computational streams 
The following are the basic rules for computational stream types. 
l- tM:a TFS:C, 
I-I-(M::S):C, 
(:: I), 
rl-M=N in 0 l-l-S=T in C, 
TF(M::S)=(N:: T) in C, 
(::&)I, 
Tl-(M::S)=(N:: T) in C, rk(M::S)=(N::T) in C, 
T!-M=N in G (::Eq), Tl-S=T in C, 
(::Eq),. 
We introduced the new syntax ( ::) as the infinite list constructor. Informally 
speaking, an infinite list, (a0 :: a, :: ..e), over a type o is of type D @ rr @ ... where @ is 
an infinite product type constructor, and C,= o 0 0 @ e.. which is the largest solution 
to the fixed point equation X = g @ X. 
We also need the fixed point operator v and the primitive destructor functions on 
streams, hd and tl, as the program constructs. Operator v is only used for describing 
a stream as an infinite process (infinite loop program). 
T,z:TkM:T rl-vz.M:T 
l-I-vz.M:T rt-vz.M=M,[vz.M] in T’ 
where T is C, or t-+C, for some types, 0 and T. 
rtM:C, Tkn:nat 
I- btl”(M): C, 
(tll), 
rkx:c, 
rtx=(hd(x)::tl(x)) in C, Pecow), 
Tk(M::S):C, 
WEq) 
rI-(M::S):C, 
rl-hhd((M::S))=M in cr rttl((M::S))=S in C, (rl -Q), 
r k S : C, r t- T: C, I’, II : nat I- hd(tl” (S)) = hd(tP(T)) in c 
TtS=T in C, 
(EXTE). 
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Note that equality between computational streams is basically extensional, which is 
a special case of bisimulation relation between possibly infinite concurrent processes 
c171. 
In fact, the type (T in C, cannot be a type in the base calculus. Assume, for example, 
a filer program on natural number streams JEt,: 
pt, g vz.AX.(M,(X):: z(N,(X))), 
where 
M, zf vzO.AX.if (ajhd(X)) then z,,(tl(X)) else hd(X), 
N, zf vzI.AX.if (a(hd(X)) then zI(tl(X)) else tl(X), 
and (a(hd(X)) is true when hd(X) can be divided by a (a natural number). Then Jlt,, 
seems to be a term of type Cnat-‘Cnat. However, this typing is not acceptable in our 
framework of the type system. For example, fIt5((5 :: 5 :: 5:: 5 :: . ..)) is an empty 
stream. This is because in the execution of &,((5:: 5:: . ..)) the evaluation of 
M,((5 :: 5:: 5:: 5:: . ..)) does not terminate or has any value. If Jlts is of type 
c nnf’Cnat, fEt,((S :: 5 :: . ..)) should be of type C,,,. But this implies that 
M5((5::5:: . . .)) is of type nut, and we must allow such a nonvalue term as an element 
of nat. On the other hand, since we assume mathematical induction on nat type at the 
logical reasoning level, such nonvalue terms must not be accepted as the elements of 
nut. Since such nonvalue terms frequently occur in the computation of the v terms, we 
introduce the notion of complete types and make the type c in C, always to be 
a complete type. 
Definition 4.1 (Complete types). Let 0 be any type in the base calculus, then *c denotes 
a type D together with all the nonvalue terms. Such a type is called a complete type. 
We iritroduce a new typing rule: 
Tt-M:a 
rl- M:*o’ 
We also assume other typing rules for complete types which are obtained by replacing 
the type expressions in the typing rules in the base calculus by the corresponding 
complete types with suitable type equations such as *(g+z)=*o-+*z and 
*(r~ x ~)=*a x *z. C, will be denoted C,, when we need to stress the fact that c is 
a complete type corresponding to 7. 
Example 4.2. Let F Ef vz.&.(5::z(n+l)) and G zf vz.(S::z). Then, F and G are 
of types nat+C,,,, and C,,,,. F(0) and G are not intensionally equal but are 
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extensionally equal because they both represent a stream (5 :: 5 :: . . .). The extensional 
equality can be proved in the following steps: 
(1) Prove Vn : nut. tl” (P(0)) = F(n) by mathematical induction. 
(2) Prove V’n: nat.hd(tl”(F(O)))= 5. 
(3) Prove Vn: nat.tl”(G)= G by mathematical induction. 
(4) Prove Vn : nat.hd(tl”(G))= 5. 
(5) Then, by (2) and (4), Vn: nat.hd(tl”(F(O)))=hd(tl”(G)) follows. 
(6) Then, by (EXTE), F(0) = G in Cknat follows. 
Example 4.3. A merger program can be described as vz.l(X, Y).(hd(X):: z(Y, tl(X))), 
which is of type C,, x Cko-+ C,, . 
As we use the computational stream types over complete types, computation ef 
each element, Mi, in a computational stream, (M, :: M2 :: . . .): Cka, may’diverge. In 
order to distinguish the streams whose elements do not diverge, we introduce a new 
predicate Valued ( ) defined as follows: 
Vulued(o,M)~f M:C,,&Vn:nut.hd(tl”(M)):fl. 
If Vulued(o, M) holds, M is called a valued (computational) stream. 
Example 4.4. F(0) and G in Example 4.2 are valued streams. Also, let H “2’ vz.(4:: z); 
then JtJ(Zf) : Cknat is a valued stream. 
4.1.2. Logical streams 
A logical stream type I, has the same elements as nut-w where a is a type 
in the base calculus, but the elements are viewed differently. They are viewed as 
streams: 
TI-- M:nat+a TkM:I, 
l-l-M:I, rl- M:nat+a’ 
This means that any total function on the natural number type nat definable in the 
underlying programming language is regarded as a stream. A similar idea is for- 
mulated with regard to formulas: 
TkVn:nat.3x:a.A(n,x) 
rl-3Y:Z,.Vn:nut.A(n,Y(n)) 
(CC). 
The rule (CC) is nothing but the countable choice axiom and this means that if a proof 
of Vn : nut. 3x : a. A(n, x) type formula is given, then the proof defines a total function of 
type nut+a and the function will be regarded as a logical stream Y. 
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The equality between logical streams is extensional as in the computational stream 
types. Namely, 
Tl-x:z, Z-t- Y:Z, rl-VtJ:nat.X(n)= Y(n) 
TFX=Y in I, 
The following rule is used for justifying the (MPST) rule given later: 
rtF.1, ,,,,., -*I, ,,.._, (rk Z-I-vt/:z, ,,..,, . .Vn::nat.A(n,F(~))=>A(n+l,~) 
rkvX:Z,,, ..,op .v~:nat.A(O,F”(X))~A(n,X) 
(COW, 
where A(n,X) is a rank 0 formula. 
There are some operators of logical streams, hd, tl and ( :: ), and they simulate those 
accompanied by C,: 
M(X) “g X(0) for X : I,, 
tin(X) zf Am.X(m+n) for X:Z,, 
(M::S)Ef Am.iffm=O then A4 else S(m-1) for M:CJ and S:Z,. 
Note that X(n) = hd(tl”(X)) for arbitrary X : I, and n : nut, and that P(X) here is not 
that defined as ap*(tl, n, X). All the rules for hd, tl and ( ::) for computational streams 
also hold for the functions defined above and the constructor for logical streams by 
replacing C, by I,. 
4.1.3. Relation between computational and logical streams 
I, is extensionally isomorphic to the valued fragment of C,, in the following sense: 
Proposition 4.5. Let 0 be any type in the base calculus. Let q and Q!I be the maps 
such that q(M) “gf ap(vz.ln.(M(n)::z(n+l)),O) for arbitrary M:Z,, and G(N) “2 
An.hd(tl”(N)) for arbitrary N: C,, such that Vulued(a, N). Then, the following holds: 
(1) q(M): Go, Valued(a, q(M)), $(q(M))= M in I, and M(n)= hd(tl”(q(M))) in 
a for arbitrary n: nut; 
(2) $(N):Z,, cp($(N))=N in C,, and $(N)(n)=hd(tl”(N)) for arbitrary n:nat. 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
A logical stream is a total function on natural numbers, so it cannot be executed. 
However, according to the proposition, it can be executed by translating to a com- 
putational stream with the q-map. Therefore, cp can be regarded as a compiler of 
logical streams. 
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4.1.4. Complete logical stream types 
The characterization of logical streams as total functions on nat is in fact 
too restrictive because some programs such as the filter program jltll cannot be 
handled. We may regard partial functions on nat also to be logical streams, but it 
would make the logical part of our calculus quite complex. One simple solution is to 
introduce a special constant I which is regarded as a value representing nonvalue 
terms. 
Definition 4.6 (Complete logical stream types). Let 0 be any primitive type in the base 
calculus. Then cl. is a type whose elements are those of c and I. A logical stream type 
over such a new type I,I is called a complete (logical) stream type. 
The definition of (TV can be naturally extended to all the types in the base calculus 
such as (nat-nat), “Af natL-+natl. 
Unlike computational streams C,, which contain all the nonvalue terms, IO1 con- 
tains only I as the representation of nonvalue terms and I itself is regarded as 
a value. Then, Proposition 4.5 can be naturally extended to the relation between 
IO1 and C&j. Also, we may assume a suitable set of typing rules corresponding to 
those for complete types *G. 
The program such as &, cannot be accepted in I,,,, but the modified version new@, 
defined as follows is accepted as a function of type Znat-+Znat,. 
new@, “Af v.z.AX.(M’(X)::z(N’(X))), 
where 
M’=LX. if (al/d(X)) then I else M(X), 
N’=IX. tl(X), 
Note newJt,((5 :: 5 :: . ..)) will be (I :: 1 :: . ..). which is practically an empty stream. 
Note also that newJt, above is described as a computational stream program and it is 
just for explaining the basic idea. The real program, which is a logical stream program, 
will be presented in Section 8. 
4.2. QuantiJication over logical stream types 
As we characterized the logical stream types as the types almost equal to the arrow 
types of the form nat-+o, there is no problem regarding the meaning of quantification 
over logical stream types at least from the purely logical point of view. However, to 
understand the computational meaning of the quantification, it would be better to 
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view the quantification in a more general setting. Namely, Brouwer’s theory of choice 
sequences [28, 291. 
A choice sequence is an infinite sequence of elements and it can be thought of as 
a stream. Unlike our logical streams, a choice sequence is a sequence which is not 
always generated by a generation rule or represented by an infinite-loop program. So 
there is a difficulty in defining the meaning of quantification over choice sequences. 
The standard intuitionistic interpretation of, say, existential quantification over a type 
c, 3x : CT. A(x) is that “we can explicitly give an object a of type cr such that A(a) holds”. 
However, since a choice sequence can be regarded as a partial object, we can only give 
a finite approximation of the complete object at any moment. Therefore, we need to 
extend the familiar interpretation of quantification over the familiar domains. 
Brouwer’s theory of choice sequences provides the meaning of quantification over 
infinite sequences. 
There are two principles in Brouwer’s theory, the continuity for numbers (C-N) and 
the function continuity (F-C): 
(C-N) VX.3y.A(X,y) = 3f:K.VX.A(X,f(X)), 
(F-C) VXx.jY.A(X, Y) =s. 3f:K.VX.A(X,f\X), 
where K is the class of special functions called neighborhood functions that take initial 
finite segments of the input sequences and return the values. f(X) denotes function 
application and f (X denotes a sequence such that V n : nat. (f 1 X)(n) =f (n :: X). 
The principle (C-N), which informally states that for independent sequences any 
property which can be asserted must depend only on the initial finite segments of 
those sequences gives the meaning of the quantification of type V X. 3 y. A (X, y ). That 
is, for an arbitrary sequence X there is a suitable initial finite segment X0 of X such 
that 3y.A(Xo,y) holds. On the other hand, the principle (F-C) gives the meaning of 
the quantification of type V X. 3 Y. A(X, Y). Namely, the value of Y is a sequence 
whose elements are calculated from X in a way similar to the calculation of the value 
of y in (C-N). 
These principles meet our intuition on functions of streams and stream trans- 
formers very well. VX : I,. 3y : z. A(X, y) represents a function f on streams over r~ as 
illustrated below: We would hardly ever try to define a function which returns a value 
after taking all the elements of an input stream, so that f takes only a suitable initial 
finite segment X0 to calculate a value: 
InputStream: X=[*::*::... ::*::...I 
x0 
fl 
OutputValue: y= f(fx,). 
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Also, we would expect a stream transformer, VX : I,.3 Y: I,. A(X, Y), to calculate 
the elements of the output stream Y gradually by taking finitely many elements of the 
input stream X at any step of the calculation. This situation can be illustrated as 
below: There is a family {f(i,X)}i,, of functions on the input stream X, wheref(i, X) 
corresponds to the neighborhood function f(i :: X). Each function f(i, X) calculates 
the ith element of the output stream, and we can regard that the functions in the 
family are glued to form a stream transformer. 
InputStream: X=[ * :: * :: * :: * :: * :: * ...I 
OutputStream: Y=[ a, :: al :: a2 :: ...I. 
Note that this semantics also meets the proof method used in [12]: To prove 
a property P(X) on a stream X, we first prove P for an initial finite subsequence X0 of 
X( I- P(X,)) and define l--P(X) to be limx,,x P(X,). 
Although our notion of streams as sequences i  restricted and no rule in the system 
is derived from any of the principles of Brouwer’s theory, the computational meaning 
inherent in the principles encompasses the design of our rules on streams, particularly 
the (MPST) rule given in the next section. 
5. Structural induction on logical streams 
As streams can be regarded as infinite lists, we would expect to extend the familiar 
structural induction on finite lists to streams. However, a naive extension of the 
structural induction on finite lists does not work well. If we allow the rule 
C‘w(X))l 
A(X) 
VX:Z,. A(X) 
w ) 
the following wrong theorem can be proved: 
Theorem 5.1 (Wrong theorem). t/X : I,,,. B(X) where B(X) “Af 3n : nut. X(n) = 100. 
Proof. By (SI) on X : I,,,. Assume B(tl(X)). Then, there is a natural number k such 
that tl(X)(k)=X(k+ l)= 100. Then B(X). 0 
This proof would correspond to the following uninteresting program: 
foo=;lx,fio(tz(X))+ 1. 
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The program foe tries to calculate a value after taking all the elements from the input 
stream. 
In the categorical treatment of data types (e.g.[l, 2, 9]), an infinite-lists type is 
obtained as the dual of a finite-list type. Therefore, it is natural to introduce, instead of 
(SI), a proof rule which is, in a sense, dual to the structural induction on finite lists. 
That is the coinduction rule investigated in [26, 141. We take here another approach 
which is faithful to the idea of the principles, (C-N) and (F-C). That is the (MPST) rule 
given below. 
5.1. Mapstream functions as stream transformers 
Recall that the motivation of pursuing a kind of structural induction on streams is 
to define stream transformers as proofs, and the stream transformers can be realized 
as Burge’s mapstream functions. A schema of mapstream functions is described in 
lambda calculus as follows: 
P=;IM.RN.iX. (M(X):: ap(ap(P(M), N), N(X))). 
If we give the procedures M and N, we obtain a mapstream function. Note that, 
from the viewpoint of the two principles of choice sequences, these procedures hould 
be as follows: 
Mt* 
Fetch initial segment X0 of the input stream X to 
generate the first element of the output stream. 
Prepare for fetching the next finite segment from the 
NH input stream interleaving, if necessary, other stream 
transformer between the original input stream and 
the input port. 
This suggests that if a way to define M, N and P as proof procedures is given, one 
can define stream transformers as constructive proofs. 
5.2. The (MPST) rule 
Based on the observations made so far, we introduce a rule (MPST) for defining 
stream transformers. The rule is formulated in the natural deduction style. 
The rule is as follows: 
(a) VX:1,.3a:z. M(X,a) 
(b) VX:I,.Va:~.VS:Z,.(M(X,a)=-A(O,X,(a::S))) 
(c) 3f:I,+Z,.VX:Z,.V Y:I,.Vln:nat. 
(A(n,f(X),tl(Y))~A(n+ LX> Y)) (MPST), 
VX:Z,.3 Y:Z,.Vn:nat.A(n,X, Y) 
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where M is a suitable predicate and A(n, X, Y) must be a rank 0 formula. Recall that 
a rank 0 formula does not have any computational meaning. Therefore, a rank 0 
formula only plays a role of describing a property of a program, and its proof does not 
correspond to any program. 
On the other hand, the technical reason for this side condition is as follows: 
(MPST) is in fact a derived rule with (CC) and (CON), so that q-realizability 
interpretation defined in Section 7 will be carried out using the interpretation 
of those rules. The difficulty resides in the interpretation of the (CON) rule, 
but since we restricted the formula A(n,X) in (CON) to be of rank 0, the 
interpretation is trivial. This restriction corresponds to the side condition of 
(MPST). 
In spite of the restriction for A(n, X, Y), the expressive power of the rule from the 
practical point of view is not degenerated because we usually need only to define 
a stream transformer program but not the verification code corresponding to 
A@, X, Y) part. 
Note that, as we must give a suitable formula M in the premise (a), (MPST) is 
essentially a second-order ule, and note also that the rule can be easily extended to 
the multiple input streams version. 
6. Computational meaning of (MPST) 
The (MPST) rule looks rather difficult to understand. However, the rule has in fact 
a clear computational meaning, and one who defines a concurrent process with 
(MPST) can develop the proof keeping the meaning in his or her mind. In other 
words, the computational meaning, which will be called the abstract truce, will be 
a good guideline in the development of proofs. Note that an abstract trace is 
constructed logically, but it is not carried out in our formal system. In other words, the 
abstract race is a metalevel account of a semantics of the formal system. The idea of 
abstract trace will also be applied to the coinduction rule for a comparison with 
(MPST). 
6.1. Abstract Trace of (MPST) 
First of all, the conclusion of the (MPST), VX.3 Y.Vn. A(n, X, Y), will be 
understood as follows: X is the input stream, Y is the output stream and A(n,X, Y) 
defines the logical relation between X and Y at the nth step of the computation. The 
contents of a step of the computation is, as explained in Section 5.1, fetching finite 
segments, calculating and outputting the value and preparing for the next input 
stream. 
We assume here a modified version of (C-N): 
VX.3a.M(X,a)=+3R.3YR.VX.3a.(R(YYR(X),a)&M(X,a)). 
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This is obtained by representing the neighborhood function as a logical relation R. (YR 
denotes the function which calculates the initial finite segment of the input stream. 
A function c$ specified by VX. !la. M(X, a) actually calculates its value from Yu,(X). 
R is the relation between Y,(X) and 4(YR(X)). Giving a formula M and proving the 
first premise (a) of (MEW) implies giving R and defining YR and C#L 
For the function f in the third premise (c) of (MEW), let us, for example, 
assume a function fR which calculates the rest of X after removing the initial 
segment jR(X): X=concat(Ya(X), &(X)) f or all X where concat means concat- 
enation of sequences, and assume that the premises (b) and (c) are proved. Then, 
we can construct an abstract trace of the stream transformer by the following trace 
forming rule: 
Step 1: The premise (b) means that a, zf 4(Y,(X)) is regarded as the first element 
of the output stream Y at the 0th step of the computation. The relation between X and * r 
), a part of the trace can Y is given by the formula A(0, X, Y 
be created as follows: 
). By defining X0 z Yy, (X 
Step 2: Applying the same argument as step 1 to the new input streamf,(X), a part 
of the trace, which represents the 0th step of the computation with the new input and 
output streams, &(X) and tl(Y), can be created as follows. The relation between 
&(X) and tl(Y) is given by the formula A(0, &(X), tl(Y)). 
where X1 “gf YR(fR(X)) and al “Af 4(X,). 
Step 3: According to the premise (c), A(0, &(X), tl(Y)) implies A(l,X, Y) which 
means the relation between X and Y at the 1st step of the computation. Therefore, the 
following trace is formed from those of steps 1 and 2. 
Step n ( 2 4): Proceeds in a way similar to steps 1-3. 
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According to steps 1 and 2, the abstract trace of (MPST) is illustrated as follows: 
By step 3, X, jR (X), . . . . f;(X), . . . and Y, tl( Y), . . . , tl”(X), .., are glued, and the 
following trace is obtained. 
X=(X0 :: x1 :: . ..x. :: x,+1 :: . . . ) 
41 41 . . . 41 41 . . . 
Y=(a, :: a, :: . ..a. :: a,,, :: . . . ). 
Note that this trace is a restricted version of that illustrating (F-C) in Section 4. 
6.2. Abstract trace of coinduction rule 
As a comparison with (MPST), we apply the similar method of forming abstract 
traces to the coinduction rule. Following [14, 261, the coinduction rule is formulated 
as follows: 
(vl) (VP./1X.A)(X)=Wt, [VP./IX.A] 
vP.AX. A represents the largest fixed point of the predicate equation P= Ax. A, 
where A may contain the predicate variable P and free individual variables 6. 
Now, we will investigate the rule (vl) and (~2) applied to the problem of defining 
stream transformers from the viewpoint of our trace semantics. 
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Assume the following abstract trace and assume also that the input-output rela- 
tions of 4i’s are uniformly specified by a formula R(X,,y), where X,‘s are finite 
segments from the input stream X. 
X=(X0 :: x1 :: . . . x, :: Xn+l :: . . . ) 
m,l m,l . .. +“+,I ... 
Y=(a(J :: a1 :: . . . a, :: a,+1::...). 
Let !PR be the function which finds the segment Xi from X and let fR be the function 
which finds the rest of the segment: X = concat (Y,(X), fR (X)). Then, the above trace 
can be represented by the following formula: 
TRACE(X, Y) Ef vP.A(X, Y).R(YY,(X), hd(Y))&P(f,(X),tl(Y)). 
By applying (~2) with A Ef R(‘Y,(X), hd(Y))&P(f,(X),tl(Y)), we obtain 
VW, YMW, Y) * W’YRW, WY))& C(fRV-3, tl(Y))) 
=V(X, Y).(C(X, Y)=TRACE(X, Y)). 
This formula can be understood as follows: C(X, Y) is a specification - input- 
output relation of X and Y - of a stream transformer whose trace is specified by 
TRACE(X, Y). 
Assume that V(X, Y).(C(X, Y) 5 R(YY,(X), hd(Y))& c(fR(X)9tl(Y))) and 
C(X, Y) for arbitrary X and Y have been proved, then the abstract race given above 
can be formed as follows. 
Step 1: The value of the first element of Y is determined by 
CG, Y)=>R(Xo,u)&C(fR(X),tl(Y)) and W, Y). 
X=(X0:: . ..) 
40 I 
Y=(a:: . ..). 
Step 2: The value of the second element of Y is determined by C(_&(X), tl (Y)) a 
R(XI,~)&C(~I?(X),~~~(Y)) and C(f~(X),tl(y)). 
fR(x)=(xl::...) 
41 
I 
tl(Y)=(b:: . ..). 
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Step 3: Again by C(X, Y) S= R(Xo, a) & C(f, (X), tl (X)), C(X, Y) implies C(f, (X), 
tl(Y)), so that the traces of steps 1 and 2 are combined: 
X=(Xo::X1 :: . ..) 
40 I I 4 
Y=(a :: b:: . ..). 
Step n (24): Proceeds in a way similar to steps l-3. 
Note that the proof of C(X, Y) will contain the definition of 4i. 
7. Program extraction 
A realizability interpretation of the whole system is given in this section. The 
soundness theorem of the interpretation gives the program extraction algorithm from 
the proofs. The realizability interpretation defined in this section is a variant of typed 
q-realizability. It is rather standard, but it suffices to interpret the (MPST) rule. 
A new class of formulas called realizability relations is introduced to define the 
q-realizability. 
Definition 7.1 (Realizability relation). A realizability relation is an expression in 
the form of Zq A, where A is a formula and 5 is a finite sequence of variables 
which do not ccur in A. 2 is called realizing variables of A. For a term M, Mq A, which 
reads “a term M realizes a formula A”, denotes (tiq A)d [M 1, and M is called a realizer 
of A. 
In the following, a formula means one other than realizability relation. A type is 
assigned to each formula which means the type of realizers of the formula. 
Definition 7.2 (type (A)). Let A be a formula. Then, a type of A, type(A), is defined as 
follows: 
(1) type(A) is empty, if A is of rank 0; 
(2) type(A & B) “gf type(A) x type (B); 
(3) type(A V B) zf 2 x type(A) x type(B); 
(4) type(A-B) “gf type(A)+type(B); 
(5) type(Vx: c. A) “Af o+type(A); 
(6) type( 3x : 0. A) “Lf o x type(A). 
Proposition 7.3. Let A be a formula with a free variable x. Then, type(A)= 
type(A,[M]) for any term M of the same type as x. 
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Definition 7.4 (q-realizability). Let A and B be formulas, then 
(1) If A is a rank 0 formula, then ( ) q A zf A; 
(2) CiqA + BdAf Vb:type(A).(A&bqA+b)qB); 
(3) (a,@qlx:a.A Ef a:a&A,[a]&6qA,[a]; 
def 
(4) aqVx : o. A = Vx : 0. (c?(x)qA); 
(5) (z,a,b)qAVBd~f(z=L&A&aqA&6:type(B))V(z=R&B&bbB&a:type 
(A)); 
(6) (C,b)qA&B~ffqA&!?qB. 
Note that if A is a rank 0 formula, the third clause is (a, ( ))q3x: 0. A E 
a: a& A,[a] &( )qA,[a] and by the first clause and a suitable sequence rule 
uq3x:o.A-a:o&A,[u] is obtained. 
Proposition 7.5. Let A be any formula. If CqA, then a: type(A). 
Theorem 7.6 (Soundness of realizability). Assume that A is a formula. If A is proved, 
then there is a term T such that TqA can be proved and FV(T)c F V(A). 
Proof. See Appendix B. 0 
The proof of the theorem gives the algorithm of program extraction from construc- 
tive proofs. From a proof by (MPST), the program l_X.~m.p,(up(f,, f;(X))) 
is extracted where pa is the 0th projection on sequence of terms, fM and fN are 
the codes extracted from the proof of the premises (a) and (c) of (MPST). Let us 
tentatively introduce the v term notation in the logical streams. Then, informally 
speaking, the code is extensionally equal to vz.ilX.(po(fM(X))::z(fN(X))) which 
is in the form of Burge’s mapstream function explained in Section 5.1. However, the 
variable X is of type I,, so that the code is not directly executable. To obtain the 
executable code, one should translate the extracted code to a program for computa- 
tional streams using the maps, cp and rc/, introduced in Proposition 4.5. Namely, 
,?X’.cp(up(;lX.;lm.p,-, (up(fM, ff(X))), $(X’))) is the stream transformer of computa- 
tional streams where X’ is a computational stream variable and X is a logical stream 
variable. 
8. Examples 
The basic programming technique with (MPST) is demonstrated in this section. In 
the following, we write X, for X(n) when X is a logical stream. For simplicity, all the 
extracted program will be presented as stream transformers of logical stream. 
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8.1. Simple examples 
A process which doubles each element of the input natural number stream is 
defined as follows: 
SPEC 1: VX:1,,,.3Y:Z,,,.Vn:nat. Y,=2.X,. 
The proof is continued by (MPST). Let M(X, a)dGffa=2.hd(X), and (a) and (b) are 
easily proved. (c) is proved by letting f= iX.tl(X). 
The program extracted from the proof is AX.lm. 2.hd(tl” (X)) which is, informally, 
extensionally equal to vz.AX. (2.hd(X) :: z(tl(X))). 
A process which takes the successive two elements at once from the input stream 
and outputs the sum of them is defined as follows: 
SPEC 2: VX:1,.3Y:Z,.Vn:nat. Yn=X2.n+X2.n+1 
The proof is by (MPST). Let M(X, a)dGfa=hd(X)+hd(tl(X)) and (a) and (b) are 
easily proved. (c) is proved by letting f “Gf AX. t12(X). 
The program extracted from the proof is AX. Am. hd(t12’” (X))+ hd(tl”“+ ’ (X)) 
which is, informally, extensionally equal to vz.AX. (M(X) + hd(tl(X)) :: z(tl’ (X))). 
The tail function tl on streams can be redefined with (MPST). The following is 
a specification of tlk (k 3 0): 
SPEC 3: VX:I,.3Y:I,.Vn:nat. Y,,=X,,+k 
The proof is by (MPST). Let M(X,a)d’ffa=Xk. As hd(tlk(X))=X, for arbitrary 
natural number k, (a) is proved easily. For arbitrary X : I,, S: I, and a : c, assume that 
a = Xk then, (a :: S), = Xk, so that (b) is proved. Finally, let X : I,, Y: I, and a : cr be 
arbitrary and assume that tl(Y),= tl(X)n+l, then Y,,+k=Xn+l+k holds; so (c) is 
proved with f= tl. 
The extracted program will be AX.lm.hd(tl”+k (X)) which is, informally, exten- 
sionally equal to vz.IX. (hd(tlk(X)::z(tl(X)))). 
8.2. Parameterized processes and complete stream types 
A filter process defined below removes all the elements of the input stream X which 
can be divided by a fixed natural number p. This process is an example of para- 
meterized processes. The definition uses the complete stream type and the rank 0 
formula technique. 
SPEC 4: Vp:nat.VX:1,,,.3Y:Z,,,L.Vn:nat. OA(p,n,X, Y) 
where A(p,n,X, Y)zf((p/X,)& Y,=J_)V(i(pJX,)& Y,,=X,) and 0 is a rank 0 
operator. 
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To prove this specification, let p : nat be arbittr;ry, and V X. 3 Y.V n. 0 A( p, n, X, Y) will 
be proved by (MPST). Let M(X,a)=((plhd(X))&a=l.)V(l(pjhd(X))&a 
=hd(X)). (a) is proved by divide and conquer with regard to (pJhd(X))V 
l(plhd(X)). (b) is proved easily, and (c) is proved by letting f=nX. tl(X). 
The program extracted from the proof is Lp.lX.h.ap(f,, f/‘(X)), where 
&dAfIwX. $ (pJhd(X)) then -L else hd(X) and jjNdAfIwX. tl(X). Precisely, (pJhd(X)) 
should be a decision procedure for (p(hd(X)). 
8.3. Dynamic invocation of processes 
The following example, a program which extracts only prime numbers from the 
input stream, is one of the typical examples of dynamic creation of new processes: 
SPEC 5: VX:1,,,1.3Y:I,,,~.Vn:nat. OA(n,X, Y) 
where A(n,X, Y)dAf(PR(X,)& Y,,=X,)V(lPR(X,)& Y,=l_) and PR(m)d~f~#l 
&mB2&Vn:nat.(2<nnrn-l(3d:nat.m=d.n)). 
The proof is by (MPST). Let M(X,a)~f(PR(hd(X))&a=hd(X))V(~PR(hd(X)) 
&a= I). (a) is proved by divide and conquer with regard to PR(hd(X)) V 
lPR(hd(X)). (b) is trivial. The proof of (c) is a little complex. 
Let f=AX. if PR(hd(X)) then jlt(hd(X), tl(X)) else tl(X) where jt(p,X) is a filter 
program which does not remove the elements equal to p. fit can be defined similarly to 
that of Section 8.2. Then, for arbitrary X : Z,,,I and n : nat the following hold: (1) 
PR(f(X),)*PR(tl(X),) (2) lPR(f(X)“) -1PR(tl(X)J (3) PR(f(X)n)* f(X)” 
= tl(X),. These can be proved by divide and conquer on PR(hd(X))VlPR(hd(X)). 
Then, from A(n,f(X),tUY))-(PR(f(X),)& Y,+I=~(X),)V(~PR(~(X),)& Y,+I 
= I), A(n+ 1, X, Y) can be proved. Then, (c) is proved. 
The program extracted from this proof is IX. Am. ap( fM, ft (X)) where 
and 
fM 2 AX. ij’ PR(hd(X)) then hd(X) else I 
fN %f AX. ifPR(hd(X)) then jlt(hd(X), tl(X)) else tl(X). 
This program performs load distribution in the following way. When a prime 
number p is found in the input stream X this program invokes a filter process $tp 
making X as the input stream of jItp and take the output stream of jltp as the new 
input stream. 
8.4. Merger program 
A specification of a merger program can be described as follows: 
SPEC 6: V(X, Y):l,,,. 3Z:Z,.Vn:nat. OA(n,(X, Y),Z) 
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where A(n,(X, Y),Z)~f(3m:nat.Z,=X,)V(31:nat.Z,= Y,) 
This specification is weaker than that of the merger operation. We should also 
specify that all the elements of the input streams occur in the output stream preserving 
the order of the input elements without repetition and loss. This is not likely to be 
possible because of the following reason. Assume that A(n,(X, Y),Z) is extended to 
specify the complete input and output relation of a merger operation. One must prove 
the premise (b), i.e. one must prove, for arbitrarily fixed X, Y, S and a, A(0, (X, Y), 
(a:: S)) under the hypothesis M((X, Y), a). However, as M((X, Y), a) only specifies 
a relation between a finite initial segment of (X, Y) and a, the hypothesis is too weak 
so that A(O,(X, Y), (a:: S)) will not be proved. 
However, in spite of the weak specification, a merger program can be extracted. 
That is because one particular proof given above corresponds to a merger operation. 
Therefore, other proof for the specification may define a program which is quite 
different from a merger program. 
The proof of the specification is by (MPST). Let M((X, Y),a) “2’ u=hd(X), then 
the proofs of (a) and (b) are straightforward. (c) is easily proved by defining 
f Ef 2(X, Y).( Y, l/(X)). 
The program extracted from this proof is 2(X, Y).llm. up(fM, f$(X, Y)) where 
_&,Ef%X. hd(X) and jNzf 2(X, Y).(Y, tl(X)). 
9. Conclusion 
An extension of constructive programming to stream based concurrent program- 
ming was proposed in this paper. The system has lazy types at the level of program- 
ming language and logical stream types, which are types of sequences viewed as 
streams, at the level of logic. This two-level formulation of streams enables to 
formulate a purely natural deduction style of structural induction on streams (MPST) 
in which concurrent processes (stream transformers) are defined as proofs. The 
(MPST) rule allows one to develop the proof of a specification with a good intuition 
on the concurrent process to be defined, and the rule seems to be easier to handle than 
the largest fixed point induction. 
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Appendix A: proof of Proposition 4.5 
Lemma A.l. Vn.tl”(LM(0))=LM(n) where LMdAfvvz.ln.(M(n)::z(n+ 1)) and M:I,. 
Proof (by mathematical induction on n). Base case is trivial. Assume that 
,&(n)=tl”(L,(O)). As &(n)=(M(n)::L,(n+l)) and tl”(LM(0))=(hd(tl”(LM(O))) 
:: tl”+’ (&(O))) by (D ecomp), L,(n+l)=tl”+‘(LM(0)) by (::Eq),. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. (1) Let M: I, be arbitrary. $(cp(M))=,In.hd(tl”(LM(0))). 
Then, by Lemma A.l, $(cp(M))=b.hd(L,(n)). As &(n)=(M(n)::L,(n+l)), this is 
equal to An.M(n) by (hd Eq). So by the q-conversion, $(q(M))=M. The proof of 
M(n)= hd(tl”(cp(M))) for arbitrary n: nut is trivial and Valued@, q(M)) can be easily 
proved because M is of type nat+a. 
(2) Let N: C,, be arbitrary ~$2 that VuZued(o, N). cp($(N))=ap(vz.,b~.(ap(lm.hd 
(tl”(N)),n)::z(n+l)),O). Let L=vz.In.(ap(~m.hd(tZ”(N)),n)::z(n+ 1)). Then, we 
will prove L(O)= N by (EXTE). As L(n)=(hd(tl”(N)):: L(n+ 1)) for arbitrary n: nut, 
hd(tl”(N))= hd(L(n)). Since N is valued, ilm.hd(tl”(N)):Z,, so by Lemma A.l, 
L(n) = tl”(L(0)). Hence, hd(tl” (L(O))) = hd(tl”(N)) for arbitrary n : nut. Then we have 
proved the hypothesis of (EXTE). Vn: nut.+(N)(n)= hd(tZ”(N)) is trivial. 0 
Appendix B: Soundness proof of the realizability interpretation 
In the following, standard rules of inference of intuitionistic natural deduction will 
be used. However, a few remarks are necessary. The rules for V and 3 are in the 
following form: 
[x:cr] 
& (VI) “:;,;;,“‘” WE) 
Ex:olCAl 
3x:a.A c 
C 
(3E) 
where x may be a stream variable. 
The type symbols, such as o, will be omitted and successive applications of a rule 
will be described in the abbreviated form. For example, 
co Cl x2 
M(AyM;x$.A (V’E) 
x Y 
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means 
We assume the following term equivalence rules to handle the sequences of terms. 
Ax.(M,, . . . . M,)=(llx.M,, . ..) Ax.M,) 
(POW), tclw))=M 
where p. is the 0th projection function and tseq((To, T1, . . . . T,,)) “Af (T,, . . . . T,). But 
the use of these rules is only for the neat treatment of the extracted terms and is not 
essential. 
Proof of Theorem 7.6 (by induction on the construction of the proof of A). We prove 
here for the cases that the last rules in the proofs are (CC) and (MPST). The 
remainder part of the proof is rather standard. 
Case (CC): Assume that the following proof is given: 
c 
Vn.3x. A(n,x) (cc) 
3 Y.Vn. A(n, Y(n)) 
Then, by the induction hypothesis, there is a term M such that the following proof can 
be constructed from C: 
MqVn.3x. A(n, x) 
By the definition of q-realizability and the equality rules, 
MqVn.3x. A(n,x)=Vn. M(n)q3x. A(n,x) 
=vJn. tseq(M(n))qA(n,po(M(n))) 
=VJn. up(/Zn.tseq(M(n)),n)qA(n, qd~n.pdM(n)),n)) 
=/Zn.tseq(M(n))qVn. A(n,ap(in.po(M(n)),n)) 
=(Ln.po(M(n)),;In.tseq(M(n)))q3 Y.Vn. A(n, Y(n)) 
=In. M(n)q 3 Y.Vn. A(n, Y(n)) 
By r-rule, An. M(n) = M. 
Therefore, 
C’ 
Mq3 Y.Vn. A(n, Y(x)) 
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Case (MPST): Assume that there is a proof by (MPST). Let Z(a), CcbI and 
C,,, denote the subproofs of the premises (a), (b) and (c). Then by the induction 
hypothesis, there are proofs, C;,,, C&, and C;,,, of fMqVX.3a. M(X,a), 
tqVX.va.VS.(M(X,a)~A(O,X,(a::S))) and fNq3J VX.V Y.Vn. (A(n,f(X),tl(Y)) 
=s-A(n + 1, X, Y)) for some fM, t and fN. As A(n, X, Y) is a rank 0 formula, C;,, = Cu,) 
and tq VX.Va.VS.(M(X,a)~A(O,X,(a::S)))=VX.Vu.VS.(M(X,u)~A(O,X, 
(a:: S))). Also, fM: Z,+(z x type(M(X, a))) by Proposition 7.5. By the definition of 
q-realizability, 
“&I q3f.vx.vYY.v’n.(A(n,f(X),tl(Y))~A(n+1,X, Y)) 
=f~:za-*lo&vX.vY.v~.(A(n,f,(X),tl(Y))~A(n+l,X, Y)). 
Using them, a proof of VX.VY.Vn. A(n, X, Y) can be constructed without (MPST) as 
follows: 
[X]")[Y]'2'[Vm.V S.A(O,f{(X), (Y(m)::S))]“’ 
z1 
3Y.Vm.VS.A(0, f;(X), (Y(m)::S)) 3 Y.Vn.A(n,X, Y) 
3 Y.Vn.A(n,X, Y) 
(3 E)“’ 
VX.3Y.Vn.A(n,X, Y) 
(VI)” 
[X](‘)[m]@‘fN z 
(e*p) 
(0) [a]‘*‘[XJcl’ [ml’“’ [M(f~(X),a)]‘4’ 
fNm(X) VX.Lia.M(X,a) (VE) &o 
hM(f,“(X),a) la.VS.A(O, f:(X), (a::S)) 
3a.VS.A(O,f{(X), (a::S)) 
(3E)‘4’ 
Vm.!la.VS.A(O,fF(X), (a::S)) 
(vlp 
ZlY.Vm.VS.A(O,f,“(X),(Y(m)::S)) 
(CC) 
[Xl”) [ml@’ [a]14’ [S lc5’ 
c ef CMtf;(X),41’4’ M(f,“(X),a)~A(O,f,“(X), (a::S)) 
00 - 
A(O,f,“(X), (a::S)) 
(*E) 
[a]“’ VS.A(O,f,“(X), (a::S)) 
(VIp 
%z.VS.A(O, f;(X), (a::S)) 
(31) 
x 
&f 
cxl;;%l)(3’ fN (exp) [a] (.+’ c lb1 
[Slc5’ VX.Va.VS.(M(X,a)=A(O,X,(a::S))) 
000 = (VE) 
M(fNm(X),a)~A(O,f~(X), (a::S)) 
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[X](“[ Y]") [nlt6’ 
[vm.vS.A(O,f~(X), (Y(m)::S))]‘2’ [X]“‘[Y]‘2’[n](6’ 
z 10 z 11 
1, tLf 4o,f,“xL~~“(y)) 
A@, x, Y) 
A(O,fi(XL tl”(Y))=>A(n,X, Y) (=>E) 
[Y](‘) Vn.A(n,X, Y) 
(V I)‘6’ 
3Y.Vn.A(n,X, Y) (31) 
[Y](Z) [Y]@’ [n] (6) [ Y] ‘*) 
[n] (‘I [n] ‘61 [n] 16) 
&f n1oo D1o1 
tl”+‘(Y) [Vm.VS.A(O,f,“(X), (Y(m)::S))](*) (VE) 
c 
A(O,fi(X), (Y(n)::tl”+t(Y))) 
10 = 
A(O,f;(X), tl”(Y)) 
(=R) 
where 
[n]@'[Y]Q) 
(tl I) 
n 
e [n]@‘[Y]@’ n def tl”(Y) 
loo - Y(n)=hd(tl”(Y)) to1 = tl”(Y)=(hd(tl”(Y))::tl”+‘(Y)) 
(Decomp) 
fN tl q:, 
[x]“‘[Y]“‘[n]‘e’ 
fNxt[ VX.VY.Vn.(A(n,f,(X), tl(Y))-A(n+l,X, Y)) (CON) 
VX.VY.Vn.(A(O,f;(X), tin(Y))-A(n,X, Y)) 
A(O,f;(X), tl”(Y))=>A(n,X, Y) 
WE) 
where 
z,, do f,&VX.VY.Vn.(A(n,f,(X), cl(Y))-A(n+l,X,Y)) 
cc, - 
VX.VY.Vn.(A(n,f,(X), tl(Y))*A(n+l,X, Y)) (&B) 
By the induction hypothesis, there is a term T such that a proof of 
TqVX.lY.V’n.A(n,X, Y) can be constructed from the proof, Zl. The term T is 
AX.im. PddfM>.G(X))). 0 
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